Steam generator accessories
for spa and wellness applications

1. Temperature sensor TF105/106
   Safety temperature sensor
   Two temperature sensors
   Vandalism protection

2. Steam inlet
   Steam bath nozzle
   Fog maker (mixing tube)
   Reducing kit

3. Control
   Spa Touch Control
   Push-button / switch function
   Relay circuit board
   Lite Version
   Control of second supply / exhaust fan
   Tube insert fan

4. Supply and exhaust air
   Control for temperature control

5. Essence pump
   Non-return valve for essence
   Exhaust filter for essence
   T-piece
   Lite Version

6. Essence
   SuperFlush
   HyFlush
   HyFlow / system separator
   System separator
   HyCool

7. Water inlet

8. Water outlet
   Integrated waste water cooling
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